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CHAT --  Having problems with Chat?  --  CHAT
Posted by ReFiLL - 2012/01/27 06:56
_____________________________________

CLICK ME 

NuBreaks.com Chatroom (Mibbit Style - No Java) 

READ ME 

If you are having problems with the JAVA chatroom, Blame JAVA.   

The quickest and Easiest alternative to enter our chatroom is Mibbit (www.mibbit.com), you can enter
the chatroom using this link -- http://mibbit.com/?channel=%23nubreaks&server=cgiirc.wikkedwire.com 
--  Just enter your nickname, wait a second for it to load, and you're in. 

Additional options 

For those of you who are running Google Chrome, go to the Web apps store and search for "Mibbit". 
They have a web app for chrome that works good. 

If you are using Firefox, do a search for "Chatzilla"  its a free IRC add on. 

If you are on Internet Explorer...Seriously, get a new browser. 

Even more options 

Personally, I use Pidgin (its free, google it)  It connects all my chats (IRC, Google Talk, Facebook, AOL,
Etc) 

I have also tried X-Chat, and a few others.  Google Free IRC or Free Multi Chat Apps.  There is even a
wikipedia article about them, with a comparison chart. 

Settings 

The settings for reaching the chat via an IRC app are below: 

IRC Network -  wikkedwire.com 
Chatroom - #nubreaks 
Port - 6660 thru 6669  (Most default to 6667, but any port # in the range should work) 

You're Welcome!

============================================================================

Re:CHAT --  Having problems with Chat?  --  CHAT
Posted by DJ Enoch - 2012/01/28 03:42
_____________________________________

Thank you very much for this Refill! 
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Count Enocheous

============================================================================

Re:CHAT --  Having problems with Chat?  --  CHAT
Posted by twinkdogg - 2012/02/02 19:23
_____________________________________

BIGUP on this post ReFill!! We now have a direct link to mibbit under the "Nubreaks Chat" menu at the
top of the site that is labeled "Alternate Chat"

============================================================================

Re:CHAT --  Having problems with Chat?  --  CHAT
Posted by wino1 - 2012/02/03 10:45
_____________________________________

ReFiLL is DA MAN!!!!!  Man I'm really glad i dont have these issues with java it sounds terribly annoying
LOL 

:-P

============================================================================
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